
AN ANALYSIS OF CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS OF PLAYING CELLO

SAMPLE ESSAY 1: Columbia, Musician (cello)For some reason, my parents felt the necessity to inundate me at a
young age with extracurricular activities.

Alexander enjoys watching students gain confidence and learn more about themselves during lessons. And
then it became my life, helping me transform all the feelings within my soul, into beautiful colours of music.
Bach's Allemande, second movement. Baroque music provides the appropriate repertoire for training a first
year undergraduate cellist to learn how to speak effectively with the bow. Sue Hadley started learning the cello
at the age of 58 after working as a nanny all her life. Where does that leave the sense of responsibility of
interpreting? By requiring a student to begin the Ricercare on an open A-string, the cello teacher can initiate
the discussion about how to produce a beautiful open string sound. There have been many methods written
with the best intentions and with much success. I recognized the need for an effective way to teach the bow
arm technique along with some kind of rubric for evaluating progress in expressive playing as the bow arm
technique improves. I wanted to speak of practicing, but instead I have been preoccupied with my knowledge
of teachers and pupils. Musica poetica: Musical-rhetorical figures in German Baroque music. Have you
always wanted to be in a band? This generally acknowledged theory has not yet made its way into cello
lessons. Possibly in the piece he will suggest a ritardando at some point that may not even belong there , at
another point he may speak about poetry without being able to explain how poetical feelings can be translated
into reality on an instrument , and the student gets a new assignment for next week, which he practices just as
faithfully. All the exercises created for agility are not enough to capture true human emotion and the
translation of that emotion into tones. This is an automatic process. Break down a seemingly insurmountable
musical problem into smaller components, work on those and soon there is no problem at all! Young students
make great beginner cellists. These changes in the structure of the brain not only improve musical skills, but
can also increase ability in other areas such as speech, language, memory, attention and empathy. Playing
brings the mind and the body together in a strengthening way. On the contrary, to get the most out of the
object--the prodigy--it is necessary to keep under strict control whatever appears to be the most advantageous
as a momentary goal. Slurring all of the notes on a down-bow can help make this measure stand out more
lyrically than the surrounding measures. Even an untalented pupil will with this customary kind of instruction
make progress over the years and reach a certain degree of facility. You can sit there listening to someone play
the cello with a pint in your hand! Gabrielli, along with his teachers Giovanni Battista Vitali and Petronio
Francheschini, was an innovator in the development of cello pedagogy and repertoire Cowling,  I knew a
French general who had the most amazing knowledge of Bach. We suggest finding a rental and once you get
serious consider buying your own. Alexander U. The cello is an amazing instrument, capable of performing
multiple musical roles, and this versatility is the reason its rich tone has crept into almost every musical genre.
The words may be recognizable, but there will be little real sense. Of the cellist one can say one is perhaps
born to be a cellist, but one is not born with the possibility to develop oneself fully. Returning to common
time, this section is characterized by large leaps crossing over three and sometimes four strings. In my opinion
the relationship has been disarranged to such a degree that the performer has become less the mediator
between composer and listener and more the handler of raw material, who gives it its final form. Figure 4. The
cello is essential to every ensemble There is no orchestra, chamber group, quartet, or trio without the cello.
How many good artists would be found among the amateurs and in the audience, if the only consideration
were the ability to recognize and comprehend the spiritual, the metaphysical, the technique of writing in
music. Their responses were overwhelmingly positive and often deeply moving. People have compared its
sound to the human voice for centuries, which is probably why it sounds so appealing to our ears. Many
believe that people are drawn to the cello because its range is so similar to that of the human voice from bass
to soprano, male to female. A certain amount of timidity leads musicians to fear that they will be considered
craftsmen, not artists, if they give importance to the physical aspects of playing. Bach, the fencing master:
Reading aloud from the first three cello suites. Believe it or not, my dear friend, the really outstanding string
players, whether Kreisler, Casals, or Heifetz, are similar to each other in the way they use their muscular
systems and handle their instruments and bows.


